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The survival of the non-substantialist teachings of the
Buddha in the context of enormously substantialist ideas, especially in the Indian context, represents a remarkable story. For
more than two thousand five hundred years from the day he
delivered his first discourse to the five ascetics at Sarnath until
the present day, the Buddha as well as his disciples and followers
had to make enormous efforts to ward o f f the influence of
~~bstzffitialistthinking. The present paper wiIl be devoted to an
analysis of the long-drawn struggIe on the part of Buddhist nonsubstantialism to survive in the context of Hindu substantialism.
Our attention will be focussed on the Buddhist Tantric method
as a direct challenge to the Hindu Tantric system indicating how
the former derives its inspiration from the non-substantinlist
teachings of the Buddha.

Two different interpretations of the Buddhist Tantras are
popular in the West. Both interpretations are based upon studies
of the Tibetan Tantric tradition. One is by Alex Wayman who,
after devoting a good part of his academic lire to the study
of the Buddhist Tantric tradition, makes the following remark :
In short, the Buddhist Tsntra incorporated a large
amount of the mystical ideas and practices that have been
current in India from most ancient times, and preserved them
39
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just as did the Hindu Tantra in its own way, while both
system had mutual influence and their own deviations. The
Buddhist Tantra is deepIy indebted to certain later Upani!ads such as the Yoga Upanisads, which were probably
composed in the main form about 1st century B. C. to the
beginning of the Gupta period, and which are a primitive
kind of Hinduism. But these mystical practices were so
thoroughly integrated with Buddhist dogma, that it is a most
dificult matter to separate out the various sources of the
Buddhist Tantra.l

If Wayman's interpretation is correct, then Tantric
Buddhism will remain far removed from the teachings of the
Buddha as embodied in the Pali NikZyas and the Chinese
Kgarnas as well as the ideas expressed by many of the Buddhist
luminaries such as Moggaliputta-Tissa, NHg'ajuna and Vasubandhu. If, as Wayman claims, it hag "incorporated a large
amount of the mystical ideas and practices" from the Hindu
tradition, ideas that are totally opposed to the non-substantialist
teachings and the non-mystical practices of the Buddhist tradition, it will fail in its claim to be a genuine form of Buddhism.
It remains to be seen whether this position i s acceptable to the
Tibetans as well as some of the Chinese, Korean and Japanese
schooIs that look upon the Tantras as "continuat ions" of the
Buddha's doztrine. The Tantric school of Buddhists, not their
Western interpreters, should decide about their relationship to
other traditions; whether they belong to the Buddhist tradition
that began with the Buddha or whether they prefer to associate
themselves with the Hindu tradition.
The second interpretation is by another reputed Buddhist
scholar, Herbert V. Guenther, who insists upon making a clear
distinction between the Hindu and Buddhist Tantras. He
remarks :
The word Tantra is used differently, and hence does
mean different things to Hindus and Buddhists. This is also
borne out by the underIying metaphysics so that Buddhist
-1 . The Yoga of the GukyasamZjarantra. The Arcane Lore
of Forty Verses. A Buddhist Tantra Commentary, Delhi :
Motilal Banarsidass, 1977. p 52
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a d Hinduist Tantricism are quite distinct from each other,
and any similarities are purely accidental, not at all essential. Hinduist Tantricism, due to its association with the
Sankhya system, rcflects a psychology OF subjectivistic
dominance, but tampers it by infusing the human with the
divine and vice versa; Buddhist Tantricism aims at developing man's cognitive capacities so that he may be, here and
now, and may enact the harmony of the sensuousness and
spiri t u a l i t ~ . ~

This i s the analysis of the Buddhist Tantric tradition by a
scholar who is genuinely interested in retaining the Buddhist
identity of that tradition and recognizing fundamental di Rerenccs
between Hinduism and Buddhism that Wayman i s reluctant to
admit. However, Guenther remains faithful to another view that
has survived for centuries, a view that highlighted a distinction
between ThcravHda and Mahgyiina and one that totally ignores
the continuity in the mainline Buddhist philosophical tradition.
The incident that gave rise to the Theraviida-MahZyZn~ conflict
is very old. HistoricaIly it may be traced back to the second
Buddhist Council believed to have been held about one hundred
years after thc demise of the Buddha. The MahlsZhghikas are
generally considered to be the precursors of MahSy&na. However,
the prejudice with which the Mahlyiina tradition looks upon the
Theravida, and the suspicion with which the TheravZda treats of
Mahgy&nadid not reach a cIimax until the compilation of the
Saddharnaapu~~arika-sfitpa,
a text that belongs to the second cent u a A.D. It is the first MahayEna treatise that condemned even
the immediate disciples of the Buddha, disciples I i ke Slriputta
and MoggaJl&na,as men of "low dispositions" (hinldhimukti).S
J t was natural for the TheravHdins to be indignant about this
criticism, for they held these early disciples of the Buddha
in great csteem. Even though the story of the Saddharmapu~&rikn represents a sectarian conflict that took place more
than six centuries after the demise of the Buddha which, as

2,
3.

The Tantric View of Life, Boulder and London : Sharnbhala, 1976, p. 2
Saddharmapudarika-sGtra IV. 36, ed. P. L. Vaidya,
Darbhanga : Mithila Institute, 1960, p. 80

noted by E. 3. Thomas, was only a meeting of the Mah5yZna
with some Sarvzistivsdins present,+ subsequent interpreters of
the Buddhist doctrine have bIown this distinction out of all
proportions. This distinction and mutual suspicion seem to
have kept the two traditions apart thereby preventing them from
examining the philosophical ideas of one another in order t o see
whether they are compatible or not. As a tusult, Guenther has
made no attempt to look at the Tantras from a historical perspective and to see whether they have any relationship to the original
teachings of the Buddha. FoIlowing the traditional interpretation, Guenther has simply assumed that Taotricisrn is the
ueulmination of Xndo-Tibetan Buddhism."~
TII: the following pages we propose to suggest a third afternative explanation of the Tantras, namely, that they truly represent
a continuation (tartrra) of the process of deconstruction of absolutistic metaphysics as embodied i n the Buddha's own doctrine of
,~
adopted by the major phinon-substantiality ( a ~ a t f a )faithfully
losophers of both Theravsda and Nahkyana schools.

If the Tantras are t o be looked upon as continuations of the
Buddha's teachings, then they cannot at the same time be seen as
mystical treatises, for the teachings of the Buddha represent a
complete denial of the mystical phenomena as recognized by the
Brahm anical tradition, tbe precursor of Hinduism. Mysticism has
been an extremely important and pervasive component of Brahmanism and its successors. That mysticism can be traced back
to the early Upanisads,if not to the Vedas themselves. Even if
the conception of a unitary self (iitmun] was initially a product
of rational thinking,e sooner or lattr it became necessary to provide empirical justification for it. Ordinary sense experience
failed to provide such justification, for sense experience is generally associated with duality or multiplicity. Thus, the Svet6hatarn Upanifad, after a criticism of several views about the nature
of existence, most of which appear to be based upon sense experi4. History of Buddhist Thought, h n d o n : Routledge and
Kegan Paul, 1959, p. f 81
5 . Guenther, ep. cit. p. 5
6. See, K. N. Jayatilleke, Early Buddhist Theory of KnewItdge, London : Allen and Unwin, 1963, p. 32
I
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ence or rational reflection, puts forward the view that divinity
(deva) is expericnccd directly in the highest state of yogic contemplation.' In the history of Hinduism, this divinity is understood in a variety of ways. Often it is referred to as the self
(Ztmun); sometimes as God (deva,purusa, $5, etc.) relating itself
to the world as a spiritual energy (iakti), at other times as a
primordial substance @rakyti) permeating everything in the universe. While rational reflection or sense experience is capable of
providing only a vague glimpse into the nature of that ultimate
reality, complete awarness is afforded by yogic insight, often defined as the culmination of intense abstract meditation I~arnZdhi).~
It is mystical knowledge in the sense that it constitutes a leap
beyond the threshold of discriminative consciousness or awarenes
(rijiiiina)."
While there were many secular and religious traditions in India
such as the Materialist, the Ajivika and even the Jaina, that rejected such mysticism, the most formidable opposition came from
Siddhlrtha Gautarna or the Buddha. After experimenting with
the method of yogic concentration for several years, the Buddha
is said to have attained enIightenment. He did not describe his
enlightenment as an absorption in an ultimate reality or the perception of a unitary self (Sitman). His explanation is as foIlows :

When, indeed, things appear before a brahman who is exerting and contemplating. his doubts disappear as he understands their causal nature.l0

The knowledge referred to here is of dependent afisingCpratityasamutpiida) of phenomena. There is no mysticism involved.
What is described as enlightenment is the absence of doubts
(karikhii). Absence of doubt does not mean the attainment of
absolute certainly, rather it is the renunciation of the search for
mystery. A person who is not satisfied with the given experience
and who cantieues to worry about something (kiilcit) hidden or
7. #vet~BvntasaUpanisad 1.3; see S. Radhakrishaan, The
Principal Uponisads, London : Allen and Unwin, 1953,
p. 710
8. The Bhagavndgifa ii. 44
9. ibid,,ii.58
10. Udiina p. 1

mysterious tends to raise the question "How is it ? How is i t ?"
(kasham-kaiham). In the Buddha's words, a person who doubts
in this way is referred to asl"kafh~mkath~ ).ii Such doubts
are not looked upon by the Buddha as genuine forms of
doubt. One who has abandoned such rational doubts is the enlightened one who, therefore, receives the appeIla tion of aknrhsvkathi.la Genuine doubts arise when a person i s confronted
with new situation, new events and new phenomena or when he
is faced with conflicting evidence, not when he presupposes the
existence of some mystery and refuses to accept even the available
evidence. The Hindu conception of an eternal self or a spiritual
energy represents such mystery. The rejection of such mystery is
the primary purpose of the Buddha's doctrine of no-seIf(an?irman).
For him there exists no entity that is not seen, heard or mnceiyed.13 Thus Hinduism and Buddhism differ radically regarding
what they recognize as knowledge and also what they assume to
be truth or reality.
The Hindu conception of a permanent and eternal self, an
immutable and mysterious substance o i eves an inexhaustlbte
source of energy were attractive ideas especially for the ordinary
tender-minded persons who, confronted by the nddles and
hazards of existence, are marc oftzn in a state of anxietyrd
(pariiassan~i).
iii The Buddha's doctrine of no-self or no.substance and his rejection of any potential enefgy, physicaI or spiritual, are tough-minded approaches to the understanding of man
and nature. It is a view that can produce fear and trembling in
the tender-minded.
While the Buddha was certainly concerned about the temperaments of his listerners and wanted to create the least amount of
trepidation in their minds when presenting his ideas, he was not
prepared to cornpromisehis ideas too much in order to satisfy
the yearnings of his audience. Thus, even though the conception
I I.
12.

13.
14.

Digha-nikZya (abbr. D) 2.287; Chang A-han Ching
(abbr. Chang) 10.2 (Taisho P .63c).
Morjjhima-nikSiya (abbr. M) 1.18 I; Chmg A-han Ching
(abbr. Chung) 362 (Taisho 1.657)
Sutta-nipiita verse 1 122
M 1.136; Chung 54.1 (Taisho 1.765a)
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of sel r as a permanent and eternal entity was palatabf e to the
ordinary person, yet realizing the unfortunate consequences oP
such a view, the Buddha was determined to eliminate it from
philosophi~alor even ordinary discourse. The result was the
deconstruction of all human thinking and conceptualization in
order to get rid of a permanent, eternal and, therefore, metaphysical subject as well as the similarly metaphysical object. A
major portion OF' the Buddha" discourses is devoted for this
purpose.
The Buddha's deconstruction of the "subject" came to be
known in the later Buddhist tradition as (pardgala-nairTitmyaj.iv
This is based upon the Buddha's own analysis of the human
person into five aggregates (paiicakkh~ndha)~
material, body,
feeling, perception, disposition and cons~Eousness.~ Sometimes the personality is reduced to six elementst8 (cha-dh5$u).vi
The purpose of the analysis of the human personality into
five aggregates was to shaw that there is no perceivable entity
that possesses these aggregates (n'etam mama) .IT The reference
here i s to the Hindu conception of a mysterious self (Etman) that
functions not only as the possessor but also the inner controller
of the five aggregates. The Buddha thereupon proceeds to deny
that this particular self is what he generally means by 'I' (d eso
aham asmi) or 'self' (na m' eso attZ).ls What is most significant
in this negative description is that it specifies the particular conception of 'I' (aha?) or seIf ( o f t 4 that is negated. It is only the
deconstruction of the eternal and mysterious self.
However, the rejection o f the eternal and mysterious self of
the W indu thinkers did not mean that the Buddha was prepared
to accept the view of the Materialists whose search for ultimate
objectivity culminated in the theofy that the self is identical with
the physical body.lg The Buddha's definition of a human person
M f .299; Chung 58.1 {Taisho 1.788a)
16. M 3.239; Chung 42.1 (Tnisho 1.690b)
17. Scyyutta-nikiiya (abbr' S) 3.18 R Tsa

15.

{abbr. Tsa) 2.11 (Taisho 2.10~-1Ta)
18. ibid
19. M 1.426; Chung 60.6 (Taisho 1.804a-b)
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in terms of six elements-earth, water, fire, air, space and consciousness-was thus intended to refute the Materialist claim.

If the Buddha were to conclude his discourse with such analyses, he would be justifiably criticized as an annihilationist
(ucchedavZidi), for he was not providing an alternate explanation
of a conscious human person.ao But Ehis is not the case. The
Buddha was not merely an analytical philosopher with no positive explanation to offer. His method of deconstruction was
followed by a process of reconstructjon.
This reconstruction was undertaken with meticulous care so
as not to re-introduce the very conception of self he was rejecting.
The process of reconstruction is attempted on the basis of
dependent arisingP1(paficcasnmslpp~da).~i
This is embodied in
the Buddha's doctrine of the human personality consisting of
twelve factorsa (d~~das~itga,)~jii
as expounded in the famous
discourse to KaccFtyana, the only discourse referred to by
N a g ' i r j ~ n a . ~In~ the conceptual reconstruction of the human
personality it was necessary for the Buddha to avoid the reintroduction of metaphysical concepts as well as to explain why such
concepts are introducted at all by the metaphysicians.
The Buddha seems to have realized that such metaphysical
concepts are the results of cognitive errors as well as emotive
entanglements. It is for this reason that he begins his explanation
of the human person with references to ignorance r avo]^)^^
and dispositions (sorikh5ra)X According to the Buddha, human
dispositions play a major role as individuating factors. While
the physicat body helps to identify an individual, the individuality of the body itself, within certain constraints imposed by
physical nature, is conditioned by dispositions. The manner in
which a person maintains his physical frame, how he develops it
20. Vinaya Pi{aka 1,235
21 . i
U 1.9 1; Chung 7.2 (Taisho 1.467a)
22. S 2. IT; Tsn 12-19 (Taisho 2 . 8 5 ~ )
25. Mlil~madhyamakakiirikiiXXV. 7; see David J. Kalupahana, NEgiirjuna. The Philosophy of the Middle Way,
Albany : The State University of New York Press, 1986,
pp. 232
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or allows it to deteriorate, is determined 'by the dispositional
tendencies. Thus, one can speak of bodily dispositions (kZy?zsnitkhZra)xi as well as verbal djspositfons (vacf-sankh~ra).xii OF
course, the role of dispositions in determing the human pefsanaIity appears most prominent in the context of the human minda&
(mano-sairkhiira).xiii

This individuation carried to its extreme limit can result in
the formation of a concept or a belief in a permanent and eternal
self or soul. And in Such cases, the Buddha perceived the disposition as being determined by ignorance or perver~ion.~6This
represents the emergence of the metaphysical conceptian of the
cc~ubject.5'
The personality so individuated maintains continuity as long
as it is associalted with consciousness (viii~?ina).~iv
Consciousness,
with memory as an important constituent, enables a persnn to
co-ordinate his life and respond to the world. Therefore, the
Buddha perceived the "stream of consciousness"2 (vliiilZpifrl
sota)xv a s the most significant elements in the explanation of
personal continuity. It is not a static stream but one that flows
in different directions depending upon the individual interest and
experiences.
The human person ( n ~ m a r i i ~ a ) xconditioned
vi
by dispositions
(scrikh~ra)xviiand consciousness (viAjiiina)xviii comes jato contact
@ k ~ s s a ) ~with
~ x the objective world with which he gradually
becomes familiar (vedanz) .xX At this point, an ordinary tender
minded person, who is unable to discriminate and understand the
ndure of Ithe objective world, just as much as he failed to
understand f i e subject, because of his ignorance, generates craving
(tuVk:)xxi for the objective world and continues to cling on to it
(upiid~a)xxii thereby paving the way for further becoming
(bhava)xxiii birth j a t i ) x x i v and the consequent suffering
(dukkha)xxv in the form of decay (jarii)*xvi death (marqa)**vii
sorrow ( d o r n a t t a ~ s a )dejection
~ ~ ~ ~ (up~~iy~isa)x~ix
etc.
S 2.4; Tsa 12.16 (Taisho 1.85a)
See S 2-17; Tsa 12.19 (Taisho 2.85~)
26. D 3.105; Chang 12.2 (Taisho I.77b)
40

24.
25.
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While the process of deconstruction would naturally give
rise to fear and trembling on the part of human beings, the
process of reconstruction emphasizing the need for the development of wisdom through tho elimination of ignorance, and the
restraining or appeasing of dispositions without allowing them
to grow inlto monstrous proportions in the form of beliefs in
eternal entities, enables a person to attain peace and happiness.

The deconstruction of the subject went hand in hand with
the deconstruction of the object. Where the Hindu tradition
believed that the self (Ztman) aa the reality of the subject is identical with the self (Zitman) as the reality of the objective world,
the Buddha admonished his disciples to abandon the search for
mysterious entities or substances when perceiving an object
through the five physical organs of sense or when conceiving of
them with their minds. Perception and conception a= to be adopted only to the extent that they provide for practical knowledge,
not for the sake of statisfying an insatiable search for mystery.
The restraint of the senses indriyaso~varacalls for the avoidance
of hidden substances nimifta)xxx in which perceived qualities
fanuvyafijana)xxni are supposed ta inhere,s not for abandoning
the functions of the senses a1together. The perception of the
objective world should by confined to what is given, what has
come to be yathibhiiin)x**iiy not what is hidden and mysterious.
A passage in the UdEna embodying the Buddha's admonition
to a disciple names BHhi ya Daruciriya confirms this :
Then, Bshiya, thus must you train yourself : "In the
seen there will just be the seen; in the heard, just the heards
in the conceived, just the conceived; in the cognized, just the
cognized." This I s how, BBhiya, yon must train yourself.
Now, Bghiya, when in the seen there will be to you just the
seen;..,just the heard;,..just the conceived;..,just the cagnized
then, Bahiya, you will not identify yourself with it. When
you do not identify yourselfwith it, you will not locate
yourself therein. When you do not locate yourself therein,
it'follows that you will have no "here" or "beyond" or
4kidwaybetween," and this would be the end of suffering.as
.
.

27. M 1.80; Chung 36.2 (Taisko 1.657~)
28. Udiina p. I
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The Buddha's perspective regarding the subject as well as
the object is summarized in one brief statement : "All experienced
phenomena ate non-substantial" sabbe dhammz anattZ**xiii).ao
After the deconstruction of the subject, and the ebjcct both
of which appeared as seIf (Ztman) in the Upani;ads,su the Buddha
proceeded to deconstruct the most fundamental of the Hindu concepts, namely, the moral Absolute ( b r ~ h r n a n The
) . ~ ~Buddha was inclined to use the term dharma to refer to the moral idea1 since he
had very little sympathy with the Hindu caste-system which gave
meaning to the Upanisadic term brahman. For him, the term
dhorrna, used in an ethical sense, denoted good, both in its coacrete and ideal forms.Sa Its negation, a-dharma meant bad or
evil. For the Buddha, good is what produces good consequencesa8
(attha)xxxiv, and such consequences are dependently arisen,
i.e., depend upon various factors operating within each context.
A pragmatic criterion ofgood, therefore, has to be contextual as
well. For this reason, dhurma as the moral idea1 was never
looked upon as an Absolute. Indeed, grasping on to any conception of good as the ultimately real, the universally valid and
eternally existent is criticized by the Buddha. This idea is clearly
expressed by the Buddha in his discourse on the <'snake-similep'
addressed to a monk named Arittha available both in PaIi and
Chinese.84 He insists that a person has to "abandon even the
good, let alone evil." Utilizing an appropriate simile, the simile
of the raft (kulla)xxxv, the Buddha argues that a person builds
a raft only for the purpose of crossing over a stream. If, after
crossing over, the person were to carry the raft on his shoulders wherever he goes insisting that the raft was usefuE and, threefore, he should not abandon it, that person would not be one who
29. M 1.228; S 3.1 13; 4401; Tsa 10.7 (Taisho 2.66b-67a);
T m g - i A-han Ching (abbr. Tseng-I) 23.4 (Taisho
2.668~);Chang 1.1 (Taisho 1.9b)
30. Bfhadiircpaka Wpnni~ad1.4.1-9
31. ibid., 1.4.10-14
32. See David J. KaIupahana, A 'Path of Righteousnesg
(Dltammapada), Lanham : The University Przss of
America, 1986, p. 36
33. ibid., pp. 39-40
34. M 1.130-142; Chu~rg54.1 (Taisho 1.763b-766b)
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understands the function of the raft.86 This means that the usefulness of the raft is contextual and concrete. Apart from the
context, She raft has no meaning, and it is not possessed of absolute value. A modern philosopher from the pragmatic tradition,
William James, struck a similar note when he said that "there is
always a pinch between the actual and the ideal which can be
gotten rid of by leaving part of the ideal behind."a6

If such be the Buddha's conception of the subject, the object
as well as the ultimate moral ideal @aramiirtha)x*xvi, there is
no reason ta believe that there is a permanent, ultimate and transcendental happiness (sdcha)xxxvii, that can be achieved as the
happiness of freedom (nibbiinaxxxviii). Indeed, the Buddha
discounted such an eternal and permanent state of happiness
in the discourse on "Multiple Experiences" (Bahuvedum!yasuttn),sT and explained the happiness of freedom as an experience that is not present to the individual every moment of his
life, whether he is sleeping or awake, whether perceiving the world
or not. Instead, there are moments when even a Buddha has to
experience pleasant and unpIeasanC sensations, painful feeling and
happiness.SB However, his happiness is more stable compared
with the happiness and suffering experienced by the ordinary
human beings, especially because he has abandoned greed and
hatredsQ which often make life miserable and intolerable. A
Buddha can enjoy his needs, but he shuns desires. Comfortable
living, decent food, clean clothes as well as amicable friends and
beautiful environment are not necessarify evil and the enlightened
ones have always enjoyed them without developing exwssive greed
or desire for them.

35. M 1.35; Chmg 54.1 (Taisho 1.764~)
36. William James, The Will to Believe and Other Essays in
Popular Philosophy, ed. Frederick Burkhardt, Carnbridge. Mass.: Harvatd University Press, 1979, p. 153
37. M 1.396-400; also S 4.223-228; Tsa 17.32 (Taisho
38.

2.123~)
Jtivuitaka p. 38; Tseng-i 7.22 (Taisho 2.579a)

39.

ibid

,
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If human experiences, in bondage or in states of freedom, in
sa@.sZra or in nirviiqa are dependently arisen and are not absolute,
even the conceptualizations of such experiences could not be

absolute. Thus, even the language in which such experiences are
expressed cannat have absolute meanings; instead its meaning
will be contextual. For this reason even the Buddha's statements,
the body of literature consisting af discourses (sufta), recitations
(geyya}, expositions (veyyZikarana), verses (gEtkii), paeons of joy
(udiina) reports (itivuttaka), birth stories (jiitaka), statements
about unusual phenomena (abbhrrfadhammo) and analyses
(vedalla), are to be looked upon as being contextual and not
a b ~ o l u t e . ~ Dhamma as the true statements are not absolutely
true, but true in so far as they are meaningfuI in the contexts,
Hence it would be wrong to grasp on to the conceptual as the
ultimate and absolute. They are to be looked upon as means
to cross over the Aood of existence, The metaphor of the raft
applies not only to the doctrine but also to the language or the
conceptualization in which that doctrine is expressed.

The process of deconstruction is symbolized by the diamond
of the Buddha refer to a
demon named Vajirapmi ("diamond-in-hand") who threatens
disciples of other faiths such as Brahmanism and Jainism whenever they confront the Buddha with dogmatic views and refuse
to answer the questions raised by the B ~ d d h a . 4 ~Since the
primary means by which he deaIt with dogmatic views is
G'analysis''or "deconstruction," the term vajira in these contexts
is more appropriately understood as a diamond rather than a
b'thonderbo1t."4 This is also confirmed by a disciple of the
Buddha, MigajLla by name, who defines the noble eightfold path
as a "diamond-like wisdom" (Siipa-vnjira) that disintegrates the
graspings of consciousness (vi An'ZpEnam pariggaha), i. e. ontological cornmit1nent.4~
(vajira)xxxix. The discourses

40. M 1.135; Chung 54.1 (Taisho 1.7 64c)
41. M 1.231; D 1.95; Tsa 5.8 (Taisho 2.36a)
42. See Pali Text Society's Pdli English Dictionnry, ed, T.
W. Rhys Davids and W. Stede, London : PTS, 1959,
p. 593, see under vajira.
43. TheragZthSi verse 419

The V,j,,cchedikE-prujfiZipZiramitE generally referred to as a
Mahayana treatise, represents an extremely interesting synthesis
of the
symbolism of the diamond (vgjra)XL and t?le
metaphor of the raft (kolopama)XL1 the latter being a
direct quotation from the discourse on "the "snake-simile"
(AIogaddiipama-sz~tta)referred to earlier.44 Statements in the
VajraechedikZ that seems to have caused much confusion and
bafElernent can be easily understood if the symbolism of the
diamond and the metaphor of the raft are kept in mind. For
example, in the VajracchedikZ we find statements such ns :

Personal existence, personal existence, as no-existence that
has been taught by the Tathsgatas; for not, O Lord, is that
existence non-existence. Therefore it is called "personal
existence."*

"

This represents the earliest reformulation of the Buddha's rncthod
of deconstruction and reconstruction of language and conceptual
thinking avoiding the ontoIogica1 commitments of Buddhists like
the Sarv'istivadins and the Sau trzntikas. The process is presented
in three steps and has led to much confusion and misunderstandjag among Buddhist scholars. The three steps may be explained as
follows :
I. Personal existence =ontological comrnitment.
2. No personal existence= deconstruction.
3. Therefore, "personal existence" (in quotes) = recanstruction or restatement without ontological commitment.

It will be shown that any recognition of a mysterious entity
( k i w i f )beyond the conventional use of language that gives it its
meaning will be contrary to the Buddha's doctrine of nonsubstantiality and will represent a return to the Hindu doctrine
of Sitman.
A careful study of the primary philosophica1 treatises of the
three major phiIosophers of the Buddhist tradition, the KafhZvatthu of Moggaliputta-Tissa (3rd century B. C.), the Miilamadhy-

44.

45.

Vajrdcchedikii -prajiiEpii.ramit5, ed. and tr. Edward
Conze, Serie Orientale Roma 13, Rome : Instituto italiano per it Medio ed Estremo Oriente, 1957 p. 32
ibid., p. 36
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arnfikakzrikii of Ngggrjuna (2nd century A.D.) and VijAapfimitrar Zsiddhi of Vasubandhu (4th century A.D.), without allowing the
sectarian rivalries to prejudice one's perspective, it i s possible to
discover the link between the early discourses or s l i r a s and the
later tantras. Since it is not possible to deal with all three
philosophers within the limited time available to me I shall concentrate on Nggarjuna primarily because his name is also assodated with the Tanttic tradition. Even if the famous Nigarjuna was
not the actuaI author of some of these treatises, it is mast pmbable that those who artsibuted works to him were convinced that
the Buddhist Tantras were extensions of the NEgBjunian method.
The first twenty five chapters of Niigirjnna's XiirikSi appears
to be totally negative in character. This is inevitable because no
other philosophers in the tradition had to deal with so many
substantialist views expressed by the Buddhists themselves. In
the hands of the Sarv"astivBdins, the Sautrzntikas and the Lakuttasavgdins, the Buddha's non-substantialist teachings in the areas
of knowledge and experience, change and causality, human
person and the world, suffering, freedom and happiness were
gradually being given substantialist explanations. The most
prominent among them were the SarvSstivZda theory of self-

nature (mobhZvn), the Sautrzntika doctrine of moments (kggna)
giving rise to a metaphysical notion of a person (pudgala) and
the Lokuttaramda conception of a transcendental Buddha.
These were not ordinary beliefs or conventions but extremely
sophisticated substantiaIist philosophical theories.
Realizing that causality @rat ity asmutpiida) and change
(anityaviparifrZma) were the two conceptions utilized by the
Buddha to reject substantialist mataphysics, Nsgsrjuna begins his
treatise with two chapters devoted to them. His primary task in
these two chapters is not to deny causation and change, but
rather 'to expose the substantialist implications of the Sarvlistivada and Sautrzntika views. After such an endeavor one would
expect NggBrjana t o outline the philosophical standpoint of the
Buddha at least regarding these two issues. Instead, he simply
concludes both chapters on a negative note. The reason for this is
obvious. It is not because NSgBrjuna was not rnterested in
explaining the positive aspects of the Buddha's conception of
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causation and change, but because he could not do so without
first dealing with many other substantialist theories relating to
knowledge and experience, nature of the human personality and
the world, suffering and freedom, etc. The next twenty three
chapters are devoted precisely for this purpose.
The most formidable substantialist view the Buddha had to
contend WE th was the Upanisadic idea of a permanent and eternal
self (Ztman) in a human person, not the substantiaIist view of the
external world. Hence he devoted more time to the refutation of
the conception of self, without a t the sametime neglecting the substantialist view of the world. However, for NBgZrjuna, the problem was reversed. He had to deal with the SawBstiviida view
of phenomena (dharma) as possessing substance (svabhiiva),
before he proceeded to anslyse the Satltantikn version of the
person (pudgala) which, in fact, was advocated by them with
much less enthusiasm. Thus, chapters I11 to XV oG the KErikC
are intended to establish the non-substan tiality of phenomena
(dharma-nuirSirmya), the XVth being specifically devoted to an
examination of "self-nature" or substance (svabhEva). As in the
first two chapters, NEgZrjuea refrains from dearly outlining the
positive teachings of the Buddha regarding the various topics
examined. At this stage he is simply focusing his attention on
the process of deconstruction in order t o avoid such metaphysical
dichotomies as c'self-nature" and "other-nature", identity and
difference, of existence and non-existence. Indeed, he seems to
have bafled every sectarian Buddhist scholar by quoting the
Buddha's own discourse ta KBtyByana in order to reject the substantiaIist extremes of "existence and non-existence"' (asti-nastiiii).4

Chapters XVX to XXV are u t i l i d for the purpose of establishing the non-substantialism of the human person (pudgalanirzfmya). As is well known, the substantialist conception of a
person was gradually emerging in the Buddhist tradition, first as
a result of the analysis of experience into atomic impression which
made it difficult for the Buddhist to explain several problems,
problems such as the identity as well as the continuity of the human person, the questions regarding action (karma) and moral
46. KZrSkZi XV. 7
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responsibility (phala), and the problems of bondage and freedom,
in the same way as the Buddha himself did. Secondly, in addition
to these dificulties, the Buddhists were developing an enormous
respect for theif teacher, the Buddha, which gradually led to thz
emergence of transcendentalism. Mggarjuna is thus compeIled to
resort to the process of deconstruction of the substantialist views
regarding the conception o f a person, both in bondage (sa@ra)
and in the state of freedom (nirvzqu). Interestingly, in this section
N'ag'rrjuna makes many mote positive statements than he did
previously. What is most significant is the manner in which he
concludes the X X V chapter.
~ ~

The Buddha did not teach the appeasement of all objects,
the appeasement of obsession and the auspicious as some
thing to some one at some place.4'
This is the climax of the process of deconstruction for which
NiigZrjuna uniformly employed the doctrine of "emptiness"
(ihyat5). What he is deconstructing is not the ordinary conventional truth or language, but rather the conception of a mysterious
some thing (kahid dharmah).

Had he concluded his treatise with the previous statement,
NBgSrjnna deserved to be looked upon as a nihilistic thinker. But
this was not to be the case. In twelve beautirufly composed
verses, Ngggrjana presented the positive teachings of the Buddha,
his doctrine of dependent arising ( pratityasamubpiida) embodied
in the twelve-fold formula (dv5daWriga). It is the process o f
reconstruction adopted by the Buddha himself.
The final chaplter indeed is an explanation of reasons for the
emergence of substantialist metaphysics. Naglirjuna's source for
this chapter is undoubtedly the Buddha's discourse on "Brahman's Net" (BrahrnajEla) where sixty-two such views are listed.
After listing almost all the views mentioned by the Buddha,
NSgSrjuna highlights the most significant and useful advice given
by the Buddha, namely, abandoning of all views (sarvn-drsfiprahZntra)XL11 without grasping on to any one as the absolute
or ultimate truth. The sole purpose of deconstruction being the
avoidance of ontoPogical commitment, one shouId be prepared
47.
41

-.
ibid.,XXV. 24
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to give up a theory when it is no longer useful.

This certainly
is the implication of the metaphor of the raft (kul2a)XLITI as
appropriately utilized by the Buddha.
We have so far examined the method of deconstruction and
reconstruction adopted during three periods in thehistory of
Buddhism. First, the method adopted by the Buddha where
mysterious entities are denied after a careful philosophical analysis
followed by a more constructive process explained io terms of the
principle of dependence, There is an abundance of positive doctrines all of which are couched in non-paradoxicar straightforward language. When we come to the second stage represented
by the VojracchedikZ, negations are highlighted, with the positive
doctrines formulated in more paradoxical forms. The third stage
is represented by Naggrjuna who follows the negative method of
deconstruction throughout his treatise. Yet without resorting to
paradoxes, he concludes the work in a positive note. What is
missing in NHgBrjuna's treatment is the extremely important
psychological content of the Buddha's doctrine and it was left to
Vasubandhu to fill in this lacunae.

Thus, anyone proceeding to examine the final phase of Buddhism represented by the Tantras need to take s comprehensive
look at the entire history of Buddhist thought and practice, without making up his mind prematurely in order to maintain that
the Buddhist Tnntras are either a mixture of Hindu and Buddhist
mysticism (Wayman) or simpIy as a culmination of the IndoTibetan Buddhism (Guwther).

After all, the Tantras belong to the so-called Vajrayirna. If
so it would be necessary to analyse the meaning of the term vajra
and trace the history of the concept. The information we have
provided above would indicate that rojra symbolized analysis or
deconstruction of substantialist metaphysics and that this significance can be traced back to the Buddha himself who was the most
radical non-substantiallist to appear in the philosophical world.
However, that analysisor deconstruction was followed by a reconstruction without reintroducing that substantialism. This was
the function of the simile of the raft. If the Vajcayiina is to be
genuine Buddha-y'ina it needs to accommodate these two processes of deconstruction and reconstruction.

he ~uddhiss~ a n i r i c~ e c o n s t r u c r i oand
~ ~ ~econstruction
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A rather cursory glance at the Tantra literature has convinced
the present writer that there are at least three notable characteristics in its literary style. First is the paradoxical nature of description. Second is the profuse use of symbolism to express
various positive categories in the Buddhist doctrine. Third is the
concluding statements which often give expression to a feeling or
experience of peace and happiness.

The paradoxical statements in the Buddhist Tantras do not
have the same implications they carry in the Hindu Tantras. The
Hindu system of thought, as is well known, emphasizes the idea
that ultimate truth transcends linguistic description. Thus a
statement appearing in the form of assertion-negation-assertion,
if it were to occur in the Hindu Tantras, would mean that the
first assertion refers to the empirical or the worldly, the negation
is a rejection of that empirical reality and the second assertion
stands for the ineffable reality. However, when this form of description occurs in the Buddhist literature, as in the case of the
Vojracchedikii, we have seen that the first assertion represents
ontological commitment, the negation stands for its rejection and
the second assertion indicates conceptual reconstruction without
ontologiwl commitment. Indeed, if we are to combine the two
complementary systems of the MHdhyamikas and the Yogkc&rins,
the paradoxical statements of not only rhe VajracchedikG, but
also of the Tantras are easily explained. For instance,
NIgarjuna highlights the conception of emptiness (BI1zyut5)XLlV
without totally ignoring the idea of convention (vyavahiira).XlV
Vasubandhu, on the contrary, underscores the idea that all reality
is "mere conception" (vijiiapti-mZitra,)XLYl without at the
sarnetime neglecting t h e conaption of non-substantiality
(nihsvabhZiva.).XLVII Putting together NEgZrjuna*~ view of
emptiness with Vasubandhu's notion of non-substantiality,
and Nsgfrjuna's idea of convention with Vasubandhu's
theory of conception, we have a complete story of Buddhism as
propounded by the Buddha. Any attempt to read the Tantsic
texts without keeping in mind their primary philosophical sources,
that is, a combination of Mgdhyamika deconstruction and Yogacsra reconstruction will lead us nowhere. For example, note the
substantialist and mystical interpretation resulting from the trans-

lation of a key term in the Tantras such as Zbhiisa as "~pread"4~
instead of "appearan~e,"4~
the latter being its technical use in the
epistemological speculations of Vasubandhu. This means that
the proper rendering of the Buddhist Tantras, whether it be from
Sanskrit or Tibetan or Chinese into any modern language can be
done onIy after a careful conceptual analysis of the Tantras in the
light of the processes of dmonstrac tion and reconstruction in the
Buddhist philosophical tradition, especiaIly those of Msdhyamika
and Yogscsra.

*

The second and the more vexing problem in the study of the
meaning and significance bf the Tantras arise as a resuIt of their
profuse use of syrnboljsm. There seems little doubt that the introduction of symbolism is intended to popularize the Buddhist
teachings at a time when the Hindu Tantras were gradually becoming popular and posing a challenge to the Buddhists. The
ordinary pious Buddhist devotee who was unable to understand
the abstruse doctrinal points, craved for rituals comparable to
those provided for in the Hindu tradition. As in the Hindu
system where the Tantras served as Mantras (i.e., recitations), the
Buddhist Tantras were to be recited at religious ceremonies. Thus,
the substitution of demons, gods and bodhisatrvas proved to be a
mare effective way of letaining the attention of the ordinary listener rather than pouring out philosophical jargon which he would
normally not understand. The demons often appear as the embodiments of evil, the gods as the personification of the pleasurable experiences and the buddhas and boddhisartvas. as representations of the noble life. To take an example of the last form of
symbolism, we have the five aggregates of the human prrsonality
substituted by five Buddhas and their functions, as foIlows :
body (rfipa)-Vairocana-ethic
feeling (vcdan5)-Ratnasambhava--concentration
perception (saptjiiE)-Amitabha-appreciation
disposi tiens (sayskTira)-Amoghasiddhi -freedom
consciousness (~ijiiiina)-Aksobhya -vision in freedom.50
48.
49.
50.

Wayman, op. cit., pp. 3 ff
Guenther, op. cit., p. 17
ibid., p. 105
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Such symboIism carefully interpreted would certainly illustrate
the nonsubstantialist interpretation of saghra and nirviya presented by Ngglrjuna :
The life-process has no thing that distinguishes it from
freedom. Freedom has no thing that distinpishes it fiom
the life-pr0cess.6~
Presenting the five Buddhas in relation to the fwe aggregates
of the human personality, the Tantras were simply denying the
rnystcrious b'something" (kipcit) that the substantialkt thinkers
were looking for, and at the sametime emphasizing the ideas expressed by NlGtjuna in the above quotation which, furthermore,
is not different from the statement of the Buddha that the world
(of suffering) (loka), its arising (=cause, tuahii), its cessation
( =freedom, nibbzna) and the way leading to its cessation ( c= path,
the moraI life, mugga) are all within this fathom-long conscious
body, a statement that is traceable to the historical Buddha
himself."'

The introduction of symbolism in order to retain the attention of the listener when the Tantra is recited can cause enormous
difficulties for the learner, the student of the Tantras, for he will
be baaed by such statements as quoted above where the body
(riipa) is equated with the Buddha Vairocana, feeling (vedanSi)
with the Buddha Ratnasambhava, etc. The Tantric statement is
kss straightforward in explaining the relationship between
the ordinary human life (sapsiira) and the life of freedom
(nirvzna) than the statements found either in early Buddhism or
in NggGrjuna. The explanations of such Tmtric statements
require a comprehensive knowledge of Buddhist tradition on the
part of a teacher (guru). He should be well conversant with the
process of deconstruction represented by the Buddha's doctrine
of non-substaniality (anrirman], the process of reconstruction embodied in the theory of dependent arising (pratityasumutpiida)
as well as the meaning and purpose of the symbolism so profuseIy
utilized in the Tantras. Equipped with such knowledge and
understanding, he could carefully guide the student into the intri51. Kalupahana, Niigiirjuna, p. 366
52. S 2.62; Tsa 49.14 (Taisho 2.359a-b)

cacies of the Taniric methodology. What is not required of him
is any mystical experience which, assuming that it is beyond any
linguistic expression, is not easily communicated from teacher So
pupil except through an equally mystical way of instruction, as
in the Upaaisadic tradition.

Now, ths Tantras, recited as mantras, are bound to create
problems for the listener who does not have the opportunity of
learning the Tantras and making sense out o l their doctrinal content. One would assume that the ordinary uneducated Buddhist
will have to recognize a mysterious power in the words, an idea
which is embedded in the Hindu Tantric thought. On the contrary, the danger of the Trantras leading to ontoIogica1 commitment,the belief in substances, is less in the case of the listener
'than in the case of the learner. Substantialist thinking arose
more among intellectuals and rational Buddhists than among the
ordinary Followers. Thus, the process of deconstruction and
reconstruction taking effect in Ithe urleducated listener is less complicated than in the disciple who is being initiated into the meaning and significance of the Tantras. In this case, one has to bear
in mind the extreme psychologicaI impact of the mantras (that is,
the recited Tantras) on the ordinary person even though he may
not understand one word of it except being familiar with the
names of the demons, gods, bodhisatrvas and the buddhas. The
listener is put through a rather tedious process of Iistening to a
string of statements, almost meaningless to him uttered in unison
by a group of monks involved in the ritual. His patience may
wear out En the end and he would wonder why these statements
are recited at all. However, as the recitation comes to a cIose,
the agitated mind is appeased by a series of statements that are
extremely meaningfuI and relate to peace and happiness of mind.
The psychological significance of that appeasement of mind cannot be overestimated.
Indeed, this i s a basic principle embodied in the Buddha's
own method of communication and conversion. His contemporaries who failed to understand the psychological significance o f his
method of discourse looked upon him as a person possessed of
the magical power of convers~on~ (Zvartani rniiyiiXLVIT1).
Yet, there was no magic or mystery involved. All that the
53.
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Buddha did was to pay careful attention to the psychological constitution of the human person. His method of instruction is
described in four terms, sometimes wrongly understood as synonyms, but which indicate four distinct stages.

In tbe first stage, the Buddha is represented as '"pointing
out" (sandassefiXLIX), that is, indicating the present status
of the individual. This is followed by the stage where the Buddha
causes "agitation"
(samuttejeti)L, in the person by pointing
out his destiny, the unfortunate consequences of his present life, If the person is left at this point, he may end up being
a neurotic. The agitation is immediately appeased (sampahaq~seti)LI, by pointing a way out of the problem. At this, stage,
the Buddba does not have to make. an effort to convert him to
his way of thinking, for the individual tends to accept his
explanation without much ado (samiidapeti),E' The Chinese version of the Agama passage rightly refers to this as the "skill
in means"(lI1). Agitation (samuft~janaLII1)and appeasement
(sampahaysanaLIV), are the most significant steps in this
process. The reader of the Tantras as well as the hearer of
the mantras go through these two processes. Continued
reading of statements that are often not very meaningfu1 can lead
the reader of the Tantras to realize that one can be misled by
language, that every word and every statement i n the Tantra or,
for that matter, any other literature, need not be taken as descriptions of ultimate reality. Once that form of ontological commitment to language is eliminated, then it is possible for the reader
to understand more cIearIy the meaning, limits and purpose of
language. I n itself this is freedom, and the Taatric texts often
conclude with a statement that expresscs that form of freedom
and peace. It is for this season that one can maintain that the
Buddhist Tantras are undoubtedly extensions {tantra) of these
two processes of disconstmetion and reconstruction.
(All references to PaIi texts are to the editions of the%Ii Text
Society. In the case of the Chinese versions of these discourses
the references are to the Taisho Shinshu Daizokyo.)
Note : Figures in roman numerals in brackets indicate reference
to Chinese characters for which see Addenda : (Ed.)
$4.
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